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Over 7 years of implementation, Trees for Cape
Town saw Greenpop plant over 15,000
indigenous and fruit trees at 348 beneficiary
sites and educate thousands of students and
community members on the importance of
urban green space and environmental action. 

By the end of the project, we recorded a 52%
tree survival rate. Although this number may
not seem as high as it could be, it is a positive
outcome considering the harsh environmental
conditions of the areas in which we work -
unfavourable soil, high winds, and hot and dry
summers. Moreover, of the surviving trees, we
recorded many which displayed impressive
growth (reaching up to 4 metres in height and 3
metres in canopy diameter) and were very well
established within their environments. 

Looking back, the project made significant
strides towards achieving its objectives. By
increasing the number of trees in Cape Town's
urban landscape, the project contributed
towards upholding ecosystem services for the
greater Cape Town urban area, increased
access to green spaces in under-greened
communities, and empowered the next
generation of environmental stewards.

In Cape Town, as in many cities around the
world, uneven distribution of green space
tends to be a marker of socio-economic
inequality. It is widely agreed that urban trees,
and the benefits thereof, should be an equally
accessible resource for for all urban residents.
However, as a result of  various factors
including apartheid-era spatial planning
policies, present day socio-economic factors,
and the impacts of climate change and
urbanisation, a huge disparity can be seen in
Cape Town between ʻleafyʼ privileged areas
and ‘barren’ under-privileged areas.

In order to address this inequality and create a
more equitable and cohesive urban
environment, Greenpop started their Trees for
Cape Town project in 2010. Over the next 7
years, this initiative aimed at transforming
under-greened and under-resourced spaces in
Cape Town into vibrant, green areas that
promote sustainability, social cohesion, and
pride of place. 

The primary intervention of this project was a
series of tree planting days funded by various
corporate sponsors, private schools, and tour
groups. These days saw Greenpop staff coming
together with community members and
sponsor groups to plant trees at beneficiary
sites and learn about environmental action.

Through partnerships with local organisations,
such as schools, clinics, and houses of worship,
the programme empowered residents to take
ownership of their green spaces and improve
their living conditions. 



IMPACT GOAL

 
 
 

Urban green spaces and the benefits thereof
are equally distributed in all communities.

TARGET
OUTCOMES
(3-10 years)

 
 
 
 

Ecosystem services
provided by urban trees

(such as shade)
have increased.

 
 
 
 

Nature appreciation and
contact with nature
in urban areas have

increased.

 
 
 

Urban trees are
effectively managed and

maintained.

INTERMEDIATE
OUTCOMES
(1-3 years)

 
 
 

Number of urban trees in
under-greened

communities has
increased.

 
 
 
 

Citizens are more aware of
the benefits of urban trees
and how to create and care

for urban green space.

 
 
 
 

Groundskeepers capacity
to effectively manage the

trees in their care has
increased.

ACTIVITIES

 
 
 
 

Plant trees in under-
greened communities.

 
 
 
 

Run engaging and
inclusive planting days

with school learners,
community members and

corporate groups.

 
Run training workshops

with groundskeepers.

THEORY OF CHANGE



TREES PLANTED
IMPACT
BY THE NUMBERS

15,533

SITES GREENED
348

PLANTING DAYS
522

12,276
INDIGENOUS

TREES

3,257
FRUIT
TREES

PARTICIPANTS
26,100 AVERAGE

SURVIVAL RATE

52%

YEARS
7

TREES PLANTED
PER PLANTING DAY 

≈30
TREE STAKES
15,533

BAGS OF COMPOST
7,766

BAGS OF MULCH
7,766

MONITORING VISITS
1,566



“The entire day was really well facilitated
by Greenpop. The Adept team did not

know what to expect and we left feeling
energised having built a new relationship

with Greenpop and Trinity Children's
Centre.  It was great to see the kids

learning about the environment - I hope
they spread the word and look after their

trees. Due to the nature of our organisation
we don't spend much time together as a
team so it was really valuable to do some

informal team building.”
 

DUNCAN MACDUFF
ADEPT ADVISORY

PLANT DAY SPONSOR, 2015

“Although Trees for Cape Town was Greenpop's
first project and its interventions were relatively

simple,  it tackled so many important issues: green
space mismatch, inequality, climate change, the

urban heat island effect, social divides, and
environmental apathy. This project really set the

stage for all of our work which followed. It
demonstrated what can be achieved through

positive environmentalism.”
 

ZOE GAULD-ANGELUCCI
HEAD OF PROGRAMMES

THE GREENPOP FOUNDATION



“Our school is going to be one of the greenest in
Khayelitsha. [It will] look green and clean and that will
then influence the community, the people around the

school if they see, ‘Oh, the school is clean’ and then they
will also want to plant trees, you know, in their yards as

well.”
 

ADMINISTRATOR
LATHI-THA SCHOOL OF SKILLS, KHAYELITSHA

“The plant day exceeded our expectations. We
were surprised by the amount of knowledge we

had about planting trees by the time the day was
finished.” 

 
ZARINA ESACK
SUNSHINE CO

PLANT DAY SPONSOR, 2014

“Those trees, they will bring back my memories, where I came from.
So if, maybe someday I’m old and I see those trees, I will say. ‘That was
me. I planted those trees because I care about my school.’ I will come
here and they are already there, that shows the history of someone.”

 
GRADE 10 LEARNER

LATHI-THA SCHOOL OF SKILLS, KHAYELITSHA



THANK YOU
I T  T A K E S  A  V I L L A G E  T O  P L A N T  A N  U R B A N  F O R E S T

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to all the sponsors and supporters who made the Trees
for Cape Town project possible. 

Firstly, we would like to thank the many corporate and individual donors who provided funding for
this project. Your belief in our work, willingness to get your hands dirty, and commitment to making a
positive impact on the environment have been truly inspiring. 

Secondly, we want to show appreciation to our generous in-kind donors: Just Trees for sponsoring
trees, Poleyard for providing tree stake materials, Reliance for sponsoring compost and mulch,  Lasher
Tools for supplying tools, BOS Tea for providing the plant day participants with delicious iced teas - we
could not have completed this project without all of your generous contributions and support. 

Thirdly, we would like to express our heartfelt thanks to our Greenpop interns, our passionate
volunteers, as well as our peers at Urban Harvest and Makhulu who dedicated their time, energy and
expertise to this project. 

Last but certainly not least, we want to extend our deepest appreciation to the school teachers,
principals, and learners who were all phenomenal in their support throughout the project. Your
positivity and enthusiasm were crucial and we are grateful for the opportunity to have worked with you
all. Thank you for your commitment to sustainability, for helping us inspire a green urban future, and for
helping to expand Cape Town's urban forest. 


